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Bikes in playground
I know it is frustrating that we have a large playground area that the children
are not allowed to ride around on their bikes The reason is that in the past
children have been knocked over and adults injured by children riding around
on their bikes before and after school when they are unsupervised. If I can
get enough adults to supervise, I’d like to run a bike club again so that we can
make use of our fabulous grounds. We love that children are riding to school it
helps to keep them fit and healthy, stops pollution and cuts down on all the
cars needing to park. However, if your child does ride their bike they should
dismount at the entrance and walk through the playground to the bike shelter.
New Hillstone Stars

Hillstone

Our school council have devised a brilliant new way to celebrate weekly achievement. Whilst children are thrilled when they are chosen to be the Hillstone Star
for the week, the rest of the school do find the assemblies boring. In future, the
chosen children will come to a tea party with Mr King and myself for half an hour
at the end of Friday. They will be able to take their work home in a specially commissioned file which will give it some prestige. We are not going to invite parents
as we appreciate that for some parents it can be very difficult to get time off
work for what in effect is just a few short moments on stage. In order to compensate for this, we will set up a page within the web site where the
Hillstone Stars will be celebrated each week.

Below are the results of punctuality for last term . Congratulations to the winning classes RA and 6B who
each won 10 Hillstone Pounds to put towards a treat. Punctuality had become very slack last term but the
first three days back this week have been fantastic. Please keep it up. With attendance at over 97% for
the first week, we are off to a flying start.

